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Expose four Indian cultures

Grads discover artifacts

Recruitina.., U
:Recruiters representing tbe foUowin!l'
co~pnn~e.<J or agencies will visit the Center
to interview candiclates tor positions:

'i'u~daY, April 7
New Mexico State Highwar Department
o-CE
Americ&n National Life Insuranc~ Com..
pany-Business, Education, English~ Jour ..
nalism
reace Corps-All majors
Wednesday, April 8
Peace Corps-All ma.iors
Thursday, April 9
Peace Corps-All majors
Friday, April 10
Peace Corps-All ma.iors
Monday, April 27
Girl Scouts of the United States of
America-Education, Sociology, Psychot..
ogy, Physical Education, Political Science,
Eusiness Admin., English & related areas
(Bachelor's)

Graduate 'students of the bought Tome on Jan. 1, 1970, sequences are, concerned, and
anthropology departm•mt digging however, and gave permission for there are more artifacts at Tome, !111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
at Rio Rancho Estates and Tome the anthropology department to he said.
1\fpnday, March 23
Wilson & Company, Inc.-Business Ad·
have uncovered artifacts from the dig at Tome, granted scholarships,
Graduate Credit
ministration, Liberal Arts, Education
Sandia, Folsom, Clovis and and len~ the department an earth
Diggings at Tome have
Bank of New Mexi<o-Bus. Admin.
Econ.
·
'
Paleo-Indian cultures, Frank scoop and front end loader. uncovered many artifacts
Tuesday,
March
24
Hibben, director of he museum of Hibben said the machinery has ·including bones of Ice Age
Roswell Independent School Dist., Rosanthropology said.
saved a tremendous amount of animals, pottery, evidence of the well, N. Mex.-Elem., Sec. Math.~ Eng
Foreign languages & Girls P .E:;
·foreign Car
The largest Folsom site known time that would have been spent Basket Maker People (600·700 Sci.,
Spec. Educ.
is located west of Rio Rancho hand digging.
A.D.), remains of the classic
Monday, April 6
Specialists
Estates where there ar!l 20 sites
There is a vast amount of silt P a! eo-Indian, and lance points
Ame1•ican !i'ational Life Jnsurance Cam..
,PnllY··-Business,
Education,
EngUsh,
Jourwith an area of 55,000 acres, said ·around the Commanche Springs which are distinct of the Belen nalism
Repair & Maintenance
Hibben. The department has been artifacts, Hibben remarked, which people. On top of the evidences of
Pence Corps-AU majors
· On All Foreign Cars
are 30 feet deep with an area of the Sandia Man was the Clovis
digging there three years.
There are thousands of artifacts 4·5 acres. Hibben also said the Man (11,000 years ago), Folsom
Over 100 yrs. Combined
in what used to be a shallow lake. deposits are stratified, with the Man ·(10,000 years ago) up ~~~~~
Experience
~ I
la plante gallery
Hibben remarked they had found earliest evidence of man dated at through the Paleo-Indians to the
two Folsom lodges covered with 2 0 , 0 0 0 years ago-the Sandia present. Hibben said people
Free Estimates
Fun things from
bison skins, milling stones that Man. The stratification makes gathered and settled around the
265-5901
mark the transition of the Tome a much better site than Rio Commanche Springs for
Old Mexico
333
Wyoming
N.E.
inhabitants from hunters to Rancho as far as dating and generation after generation.
.
~
3009 Central N.E.
gatherers when the Ice Age
There will be four to six
animals died, and various pottery
Southern jobs
graduate credits offered this
and stone implements. Hibben
Workers are needed by the summer for students interested in
said the main thing they are Southern Rural Research Project, digging either at Rio Rancho or
looking for is a Folsom a civil ::-:;,:hts, research, and Tome.
skeleton-a proven Folsom community development
Dlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
skeleton has never been found.
organization.
Diggings Month Old
The project's main job, a
Shovels and trowels are being r e 1ease said , is to fight
all day and all night
used to uncover the artifacts, discrimination in federal agencies,
stated Hibben, hut dental tools such as welfare, and the lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliliDIIIIJrlllllllllllllllllllllllm
MondaY, March 23
are used to carefully extract the department of agriculture. It is ..-ISRAD·WIN: Union room 231-A; 9 n.m
Honors program; Union room 231 .. B;
artifact from the ground, then also concerned with problems of
RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT
noon.
they are cleaned wlth a camel's the rural poor.
Pnnhellcnic Council; Union room 230;
READ 3 to 10 TIMES FASTER
hair brush. ·
Field workers who are willing 4:30 p.m.
'l'own
club;
Union
room
280;
6:30
p.m.
The diggings at the 'I'ome land to live and work in rural areas of
Town Club pledges; Union room 23l... D;
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS
grant commune started about a Alabama are needed for the 6:30 p.m.
Alpha
Tau
Omcg:>;
Union
room
260
D·
month ago. Anthropologists have summer or longer.
LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER 207
Dartmouth NE
E; 7 p.m.
Phone 265·6761
SDS; Union room 129; 7 p.m.
known of the great amount of
Subsistence salary, housing, and
Senate Finance Committee; Union room
Sandia, Folsom, Clovis and meals are provided by._th_e. 250·A:
7 p.m.
Paleo-Indian artifacts there, but community_.r~ceiving assistance.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Union room 253; 7 :30
p.m.
could never get permission_l.!:gm .-For· more information, contact
Amel'i!!an Nuclcnr Society; Union t•oom
~-------iH~lQ!tlll'w.J:!e-1eotm<:iilbf. "elders to Kathy Veit, Southern Rural 231-E; 7:30 p.m.
Psychology depnrbncnt; Union Theater·
Research Project, 1516 Mabry St., 7:Wp=
'
The Horizon Land Corporation P.O. Box 956, Selma, Ala., 36701.
Leadership-scholarship Committee; Union

U will not drop heckling incident charges,
Heady says
double

~
~

•

Franks and Beer••Hard Boiled Eggs

l

room 231-A: 8:30 p.m.
Speakers Committee; Union Gallery; 8:45

Hignett gets D. H. Lawrence award

Novelist wins fellowship
Sean Hignett, a Scottish
novelist, playwright, and critic,
was named the 13th winner of the
D. H. Lawrence Summer
Fellowship by E. W. Tedlock,
UNM professor of English, who
founded the fellowship.
Hignett will spend the summer
on the Lawrence Ranch and
receive a stipend. The ranch is
now owned by UNM.
The fellowship honors the
famous British novelist and poet,
D. H. Lawrence, who spent three
years of his life at the ranch
location.
The award is made especially to

young and promising writers who
might benefit from a summer in
the scenic Lawrence Ranch area.
Hignett's works include a
musical, "Jack of Spades," and a
Liverpool-based novel, "A Picture
to Hang on the Wall," which has
been translated into five
languages. He has published
various magazine articles, written
a television episode and a radio
series, and written a film script for
Paramount Films.
Hignett is now a lecturer in
educational psychology at Moray
House, College of Education,
Edinburgh.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c por word, 20 word minimum ( $1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive daya with
no changea; the rate is reduced to Oc
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159t afternoons preferably or mail.

Classified AdverliBing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisemont.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
WANTED TO BUY: small Yamaha or
Honda. Around $150. or 300 hamburgers.
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
4/3
SING AND STRUM any song instantly by
ear. Folk, rock, country. Money back
guarantEe. $2. Postpaid. Guitar Method,
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430. 4/2
LONELY? NEED A LISTENER? Personal, marital, family problemB.
United Minister's Counseling Servjce,
1800 Sigma Chi NE. 247-2720. 3/23
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. New
hours-T-Th 8:30 to 6:30, W-F-S 8:30
to 6 :00. 3/23
DISCOVER ]'LYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268·4589. 3/24
THUNDERBffiD CONTRIBUTORS : All
writtEn work submitted to the magazine
may now be picked Up at rm. 158 Journalism Bldg.
THUNDERBffiD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
All art works may now be pickcd up at
rm. 205 Journalism Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
SENIOR--Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken !or the Mirage. No chargethree pooes three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
sebednle.
ROOMMATE wantEd to share house near
campus. $60.00 month, utilities paid.
Own room. Ready tor occupancy April 1.
277-4102 Monday-FridaY.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOSE SOMETHING?
Lebo Classified Ads.

To lind

it, try

i':==.R ENT..:A.-TV=~
$1.00 a day
Free Plclc )jp And Servjce
No DepO&it
Lower Monthlv Rate

Suck1s .TV Rentals

L..

268-Cifs9
Color Available

p.m.

• ;elc:me Lobo: •
For All Your Car
Core Needs
Visit

•n!

SYDNEY POLLACK

BEST ACTRESS
JANE FONDA

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR GIG YOUNG
BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS

PLACE. INC.
Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.

SUSANNAH YORK
-~~~~:~~~=PIIII[S.~
Doors Open 7:00pm

2 Complete Shows~
7:30 & 9:40
Starts Wed. 3/25

See the newest wig in town

THE GREEK BOY

FOX WINROCK THEATRE

($25 complete)

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the sun for
your lost items.

3)

SERVICES

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASstFIED ADVERTISING

TYPlNG-term papers, theses, disscrta ...
tions. Close to campus. 256·Hi94. 3/25

5)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __

1956 Chovrolet stntlon wagon, Z door, V-B,
3 speed, Hurst shlrter, 255-8332.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

CANCIONEJR0-90 popular Spanish songs.
Send $1 to IWBER'rO MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.W. 87102. 4/10

INDUSTRIAL ENGiNEERS
New Techniques (at .least you don'i .
see them every day) being shown
ot .•.
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N. ~.
Noon til Midnite
Only $1.50

I
·' ~
ENCI.OSED $---~

PLACED BY~·-------__,.....~-

·:-··.·~::"--:c~·.:.,'

\

!

I
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Tuesday, March 24, 1970

The Graduate Student Association (GSA)
tmanimously passed a resolution supporting
the rights of free expression and interchange
of ideas at a meeting Wednesday night.
The action stemmed from a heckling
incident which led to the cancellation of
Sen. Strom Thurmond's speech March 4.
Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen face
prosecution before the Student Standards
Committee and criminal court in connection
with the. incident.
'J.:bg_ resolution states, "any who would
seek to restrict the right of individuals to
practice their constitutionally protected
right of free expression undermines the
democratic society which the founders of
this nation attempted to foster in the federal
Bill of Rights."
GSA Rep. Joseph Battaglia introduced the
resolution. One paragraph was deleted when
Rep. Jack Edwards questioned its
impartiality.
The resolution ended with GSA council
support of "the rights of individuals who
would publicly voice their views, as well as
the right of individuals who would hear
those views. The protection of this right is
not limited to views currently acceptable to
the majority, be that a majority of persons

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FORSALE

1969 VW camper. Excellent condition.
New Hart standards. 185 em, 268-7767.
4/3
FENDEJR STRATOCASTER: piggyback
amp, two 12" speakers, four inputs. 2652069. 3/25
1960 GTO, PB, PS, AC. New tires. Re·
finance. $2483. 265-3266. 3/18-24
1969 KAWASAKI 250 Sidewinder. 2200
miles. Exce11ent condition. Street or race.
$450 or best offer. 277-5869. 3/23
1964 VW squarobaek by orltdnal owner. A
bargain at $825. Phone 255-5441. 2/23
200 USED TV's. All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 25·1·5987. 4/16
1964 PEUGEOT wagon. Good condition.
Rebuilt. Rodefer, Engli.•h Dept. 898·1364.
3/23
1069 ROBEH'L'S . STEREO tape ,.ecotdcr
$175.00. 23'' color TV cO'!Isole with guarnnteo $175. Call Steve 242-9514. 8/23

NE\1\/

-······-···:-·····

}

GSA backs free speech

BEST DIRECTOR

Legally the "Sena.te bill is no
incidents because it is the
more tha.n advice." The Student
University's "responsibility to
Standards Committee
make available" information
proceedings are a test of that
about possible violations of the
bill, he said.
law.
In addition, the Standards
"Part of it (turning the
Com~ittee operates under rules -----infurnlatien---avet+-18---that I do
out II ned . 1 n the faculty
not feel that this had the result
handbook and. not under of double jeopardy. I think a
ASUNM law, he satd. ·
citizen and an organization like a
(The faculty handbook university have a responsibility
section on the Standards to make available the
Committee, which is composed information they have to Jaw
of four students, four faculty, enforcement officers," said
and a student chairman, provides Heady.
that the committee "in
As to whether he freely
determining whether to act in a offered the information or
particular case ... shall consider whether District Attorney
whether police or other ,official A I ex and e r S cere sse had
non-University action has been specifically requested it, Heady
taken . . . and whether such said, "it was clear he wanted the
non-University action is likely to
information and it was clear I
be effective in deterring similar would make it available."
conduct by the student ... )
He added that Jack Cairns,
Heady also explained that director of campus security, who
UNM provided the district signed the compliants against the
a t t orne y' s office with students, did not volunteer the
information concerning both the information, but "I'm sure he
Tnurmond and UNM-BYU game was asked."
(''~'

FOR9
INCLUDING

SUTTON

<:i vii court."
The idea that "University
proceedings should be dropped
once law enforcement
proceedings have begun (would)
be an abdication of the
responsibility the University has
to enforce the rules and
regulations in the University
community," he said.
The current situation is a
question of different
jurisdiction, said Heady. "One is
University, one civil
jurisdiction."
Heady added that he did not
agree with the stand taken by
Student Senate earlier this year
when they passed a bill saying
that if a student has been
charged with an offense by a
court outside of the University
the University itself will take no
action against the student.
"I don't believe the University
is obliged to drop any
proceedings against a student
because proceedings have been
instirut-e(i-i~i~mll't-; .-.-

Action stems from Thurmond incident

AWARDS

501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Gallon

By SHANNON ROBINSON
UNM will not drop charges
pending before the Stud(imt
Standards Committee against
two students involved in the
Strom Thurmond heckling and
UNM ·BYU basketball game
incidents because to do so would
be an "abdication" of the
University's responsibility, UNM
President Ferrel Heady said
yesterday.
In an interview with The
Lobo yesterday Heady said he
was convinced the ·students,
Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen,
were not being made to suffer
double jeopardy even though
they are also being tried in civil
court .
"The legal doctrine of double
jeopardy means that government
cannot try a person more than
once for the same alleged crime.
There is no legal issue of double
jeopardy when the same
behavior may lead to
disciplinary action in the
University a nd--ill--legal--aetien--in-

NOMINATED

ACADEMY

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

•

ISSUe

OK IE'S

CALLING U

•,

., I

on the campus of the University, or a
majority of persons in the community at
large."
A motion to allocate $100 to the Student
Bar Association (SBA) for a law school
conference in Las Vegas, Nev., passed after
lengthy debate.
Ray Baca, law school representative,
urged passage of the motion on the grounds
that the University as a whole would benefit
from the interchange. Somerepresentatives
feared the allocation would set a precedent
for other department ventures.
GSA Vice President Duke Duquette
introduced a resolution dealing with library
reform. He proposed a motion to lift the
"no smoking, no eating" restrictions now
enforced.
Rep. Bill Turner urged a complete library
inventory, and installation of a method to
detect stolen books. The proposal is subject
to further consideration.
A request for GSA funding of the April
22 Environmental Teach-In was introduced
by Edwards. Turner demanded that a
concrete figure be included in the request.
The bill was sent to the Budget and Finance
Committee.

No. 107

I

/

Ginsberg Reading

Allen Ginsberg (right) and
Gregory Corso read poetry to
an overflow crowd in Popejoy
Hall last
night. Also
participating in the reading was
Nanao Rio Grande Doruma anti
Orion. The reading was
sponsored by the ASUNM
Speakers Committee.

ROTC curricula report ready
The faculty committee created to
review ROTC course offerings today
will recommend to the faculty that
ROTC courses which receive academic
credit be taught by civilian instructors.
'l'he Cun·icula Committee was created
to review the ROTC curricula after the
faculty adopted the report of the Ad
Hoc Committee for the Review of the
Role of ROTC. Formation of the
Curricula Committee was one of the
criteria for passage of the report.
The Curricula Committee concerned
itself with the sources of the prescribed
curricula and course matetials, the
status of the instructional staff, and the
status of students enrolled in the Navy
and Air Force ROTC programs.
The committee reviewing the
curricula, in a report to be submitted
to the faculty, said it found no reason
for stopping academic credit for ROTC
programs, but "It would clearly be
more in keeping with normal academic
practices if. textbooks and study
programs originated on campus," the
'

report states.
The Curricula Committee advised that
civilian instructors be used in ROTC
programs. The committee made the
recommendations in light of a
recommendation by the original review
committee, which stated ROTC
instructors should be selected similarly
to academic deans.
Students, once enrolled in an ROTC
program, the Curricula Committee
report states, are subject to restrictions
on his freedom to withdraw from
ROTC courses. Other students, the
committee report states, are not subject
to the same withdrawal restrictions.
"Specifically, in his last two years of
enrollment, he may be called to active
duty in an enlisted status if he is
'disenrolled' from the program either
for willful failure to complete the
programs or as disciplinary action."
The report said the committee found
ilo abuse of this power by ROTC
officials at UNM, but said students may
find the "threat of a miptary 'call-up'

an unusual restriction upon their
academic freedom as compared to the
academic freedom held by non-ROTC
students."
The committee recommended that
this control over students be
''minimized.''
The Curricula Committee
recommended that academic titles for
all ROTC instructors be eliminated
except for those holding regular
appointments in another University unit,
and that if a student is disenrolled for
whatever reason from an ROTC
program, his only responsibility should
be repayment of funds received from
the federal government.
The committee also recommended
that the Department of Defense should
bl:! asked to reimburse the University
for the full cost of the ROTC
programs, and that ROTC courses which
receive academic credit be taught by
civilian instructors holding academic
-appointments, and co-assigned to
another University unit.

-.
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Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New \\exico Lobo ia publish~
daily every requl~r ~:eek of the Univer·
sity year by the Board .of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the u,iversity of New 11\el\;~.,, and io not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cia .. postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Subscription rate is $7
for the ocodemic year,
The opinions expressed on tho editoriol
pages of The Lobo are those of the
aut~or solely, Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represent• the viewa
of the Associoted Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico,

Editorial

Drop University charges
,('

'

It has become apparent to us that no
useful purpose would be served by
subjecting students Allen Cooper and Bill
Orzen to two separate trials for their
involvement in a heckling incident which
lead to the cancellation of Strom
Thurmond's scheduled speech in Popejoy
Hall March 4.
It is important to the University that a
Student Senate law pertaining to
prosecution of students be honored by the
administration.
That law reads in part, "No student shall
be subject to summary dismissal from the
University for any reason. Any charges
against any student...shall be heard by the
Student Standards .Gommittee... (and) if.
charges are preferred in a court of higher
authority, all University charges against that
student arising from the same incident will
be dropped."
In addition, it is essential that the Student
Standards Committee adhere to its . own
principles as specified in its charter under
"Limitations."
This portion of the charter reads, "In
determining whether to act in a particular
case, the committee shall consider whether
police or other official non-University action
has been taken or is likely to be taken
against the student, and whether such
non-University action is likely to be effective

in deterring similar conduct by the student
in the future. In all cases, it shall be
understood that the University's function is
educational and not penal."
For these reasons, it is binding upon the
Student Standards Committee to refuse to
hear the charges against Cooper and Orzen
on the grounds that such a hearing would be
in direct violation of Senate law and an
abl'o.gation of the Student Standards
statement ·af policy•..
Of equal importance to- the University and
the two students is the necessity of
disassociaton from the political implications
that have become such a weighty factor in
the case.
•
Hopefully, the University acted against
the students in response to a specific
incident surrounded by specific
circumstances, and not as a general
indictment of a particular political
coloration.
Charges against Cooper and Orzen by
Bernalillo County District Attorney
Alexander Sceresse are not so much a
response to the heckling of Thurmond as
they are an excuse to strike out at dissent.
The University must not put itself in the
position of either tacitly or explicitly
endorsing an attempt to discredit and
suppress student activism at UNM.

Lobo Review

The real beauty of Patchen is
By HOLLY BECKLEY
found, however, once the reader
''Sleepers Awake" (New overcomes the hurdle of his
Directions, $2.25 paperback) by writing form. When this is
Kenneth Patchen is not a new accomplished, the reader finds
book, but one that has been reality, Not delusions, dreams, nor
re-released, and certainly for good landscapes of some far-off place,
reason, The book is a masterpiece but the reality of this world and
of poetic prose and/or prosey this life,
Patchen sees the world and
poetry. ·"Sleepers Awake" is
classified as a fiction novel, but relates what he sees, feels, and
would more aptly be termed a experiences and relates what he
feels, and does so without
novel of reality.
As is standard with Patchen, changing the elements or
the reader must first understand eliminating any facts. He sees it
the form of Patchen's writing all-the good and the bad-and
before he can understand what tells it all through his writing.
Patchen is trying to say. "Sleepers Patchen is somewhat lil<e William
Awake" is written in a variety of Carlos Williams in this aspect,
forms ranging from boldface type because like Williams, he creates
to huge printing to picture poems, the world around him through his
and each form is interwoven poems. But Patchen has
throughout the book (to add to something more than Williams. He
the confusion). One thought may doesn't just re-create what he sees
start on page 29 and then but rather puts it into perspective.
The reader not only finds
continue on page 78 so the reader
finds different ideas interspersed reality in Patchen, but also finds
throughout. Although this the poet. Partially through the
technique generally confuses the form of writing and partially
reader (until he understands it), it through the writing itself, the
adds to the reality of the writing. reader can see the creative
An illustration of this thought of the poet. The reader is
technique is easily found. A shown what inspires the poet,
thought starts on page 236 and what the poet believes, what he
continues for a span of 30 pages. thinks, what he feels, and why he
When put together, the thought writes as he does. Combining all
is: "Gray Deer in the snow crows these things, the reader can see
of trees singing cold in the still o Patchen and h1s writing as one, as
love the world is old and evil and an embodiment of Kenneth ..
the heart must ever break villages Patchen, not just a man and his
death sits in his white eyes fixed writings as two separate entitites.
upon nothingness where can the
This is the element of the book
good be hidden that none see it that is most outstanding. The
blood drips down. upon the snow reader sees Patchen and his mind
0 God the chill winds of. borr9.r . at the same time. The book merits
lift all these empty masks and atteiifioh- as an insight into the
everything we ever loved is creative process of an unusual
hideously rotting there,"
poet.

Commie Kiddies
To the Editor:
I read with great interest Big AI
Sceresse's Bema in Monday's
Lobo. The Honorable DA is
apparently convinced that all the
nation's high schools and colleges
are hot beds of anarchy. He is of
course right.
But the question he should be
asking is where all of these
anarchists came from in the
beginning. I have it on good
authority that the majority of
them were trained in a local
nursery school which is only a few
blocks from Mr. Sceresse's home.
The school it seems has been
using material long known to the
Joilli-£.irch Society (which rumor
has it -Ita-s..._refused Sceresse
membership because" he . is too
liberal) to be wholly subversive.
Take for instance all of those
Mother Goose (now there is a

Bern.a

i

J

When one talks of a "chicano
comes to collect exorbitant rents
while failing to make necessary establishment" in most places in
repairs, meanwhile both know this country one is talking of an
that the white-dominated city establishment resting on a white
building inspection department power base; of handpicked
will wink at violations and impose chicanos who project as show·
only slight fines. The man in the pieces out front. The chicano
barrio sees the white policeman ''leaders" are then only as
on the comer brutally manhandle powerful as their white
a chicano drunkard in a doorway, kingmakers will permit them to
and at the same time accept a be. There will be those who think
payoff from one of the agents of that this is the proper way to
the white controlled rackets. He operate. You must "play ball"
sees the streets in the barrios lined with the party in order to extract
with uncollected garbage, and he minimum benefits. We reject this
knows that the powers which notion. It may well result in
could send trucks to collect that particular benefits in terms of
garbage are white. When they status or material gains for
don't, he knows the reason is the individuals but it does not appeal
low political esteem in which the to the alleviation of a multitude
chicano is held. He looks at the of social problems shared by the
absence of a meaningful masses. They may also say if I
curriculum in the barrio schools, spoke up I would no longer be
for example, the history books permitted to take part in the
that woefully overlook the party councils. I would be ousted,
historical achievement of chicano and then the chicano people
people and he knows that the would have neither vote nor
school board is controlled by access. Ultimately this is at best a
whites.
spurious argument which does

word with various vulgar
connotations) tales.
What was Jack doing with Jill
when they went up the hill? In
Mr. Sceresse's secret files there is
detailed information proving that
they weren't really after water.
And the Old Lady in the Shoe?
We all know she didn't have that
many children by not doing
whatever you have to do to have
that many children.
Having been trained by that
kind of commie literature what
else could Mr. Sceresse expect? (I
also understand that at another
nursery school in town they even
use Aesop's Fables.)
I would suggest that in the
future Mr. Sceresse should
concentrate on the nursery
schools and stap ..this anarchistic
training at its source. 'i'hese
students would probably also be
more on a par with his intEiliectbal
abilities.
L. A. Oder

more to enhance the security of
the individual person than it does
to gain substantial benefits for the
group.
There has developed in this
country an entire class of "captive
leaders" in the chicano
communities. These are the
chicano people with certain
technical skills who could provide
useful leadership roles in the
chicano communities but do not
because they have become
be holden to the white power
structure. These are chicano
school teachers, county agents
junior executives in management
positions with companies, etc.
It is crystal clear that these
people have accommodated
themselves to the racist system.
They have capitulated to colonial
subjegation in exchange for the
security of a few dollars and
dubious status. They're effectively
lost to· the struggle for an
approved chicano position which
would fundamentally challenge
that racist system. When chicano

I

Geology book
Martin Prinz, senior research
associate at UNM Institute of
Meteoritics, is one of three editors
of a new book, "Igneous and
Metamorphic Geology."
The book, with L. H. Larsen
and V. Manson as co-editors, was
published by the Geological
Society of America and honors
the late Arie Poldervaart.

leave England are socialized
medicine and low salaries
Dittmer said. The media~
take-home pay for an engineer

7
50~~~
~h~~gla~~einJ~;~:g!
$12,400, an English study

showed.
M a n y u n d e r d e v e 10 p e d
~ountries do_ not have enough
JObs for skllled workers 'after
they are trained.
Underemployment
' ' T h e y
c a 11
twhen
h is
underemployment
•
someon.e who is trained to be
an
eng_meer can only get a job
as a file clerk. But the person
wants to be an engineer, not

r=~~~

something else
So h
here " he said ·
e stays
"Students ~ay take courses
irrelevent to the problems of
their country or far 1.n d
·
•
. a vance
of the
technology
For
example, Africa is l.a.rg.ely a
hunting, agricultural area If an
African student sp · r'
·
·
eCJa rzes m

nuclear energy, they won't be
able to use him for another 25
years," he added.
A11;other reason people leave
t h e 1 r o w n coun t ry IS
·
persecution or bigotry. In 1960
and 1961, Cuba lost 1360
physicians, the Populatr'on
Bulletin stated.

"Albert Einstein was a
refugee from German nazism
and_ Enrico Fermi escaped fro~
I tahan fascism. Two months
after the Russians invaded
Czechoslovakia
1500 Czech
citizens were ' processed for
immigration to this country,
many of them professional
people," Dittmer said.

scsc beer ha IIs close
I

.

dd

Two-Way Flow
To a certain extent the
brain drain is a two-way' flow
Franc_e sends aid to former
colollJes, and the Unitt"d States
GOLDEN, Colo. (CPS)-Beer closure of· the beer outlets e;orports talent through foreign
lounges on the two campuses of "blatent suppression of the will of a1d programs and the Pear.e
Southern Colorado State College the students."
~orps. But foreign aid outflow
(SCSC) were closed Wednesday in
Is often only transient the
a continuing controversy over the
Hopper said he took the action Population Bulletin stated.'
sales of th e Coors b ran d .
because the students are now 1'n
Several solutions to the brain
J · V1'cto r H opper co11ege the midst of quarter f1"nal
drain have been suggested.
pres1"dent , ord ere d. th e ' campus examinations and said the outlets Some countries require students
beer outlets c1ose d f o 11 owmg
·
a would remain closed until sales studying abroad to return home
demonstration by a chicano group can _be made without danger to
fo~, two years after graduation.
asking that Coors beer be banned pubhc safety. He said. he hoped
Frequently the student goes
pending the result of a racial the matter could be resolved in
back
for two years, then tries
discrimination suit against the d i a I o g u e between the
to get back here under the
company.
administration and~ student immigration quota rather than
. The. action brought an leaders.
stay in his own country"
Immediate denunciation from
University students here passed Dittmer said.
'
Rod Schon, president of the an assembly resolution in the
Associated Students of SCSC He spring of 1968 advocating beer be
claimed that the students ·had sold in the union. The students
AQUARIAN BOOK SH::>P
voted overwhelmingly in favor of specifically stipulated that Coors
s~les !lf Coors beer when an. earlier beer should not be sold. JOseph
6922 Central SE
d1sp~t.e ar?se. He sa1d the Coors, vice-president of the
Phone: 256-3 I94
ad m_:_mst_ra~~n ~had -~~ed . ..!:.<> ___ b~~:w:~rr .~n~ president of the
9:30 to 6:00
a13!Cie Oy tlie maJor1ty wrsKes m Coors Porcelain Co., is a regent of
Occult &Metaphysical
th1s referendum and termed the the university.

ami

iscrimination su•lt

Hf ·Popejoy ·Hall··
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

"A REMARKABLE MUSICAL HIT."
-LIFE MAG.

DAVID MERRICK
Presollls

PHIL MIMI
FORD in HINES
&lJ DO! I DO!%
TOM JONES
HARVEY SCHMIDT

Bookandlyricsby
Musicby

•

Based on "The Fourposter" by Jan de Hartog
Sce~I.O:.

·-

Production by

Costumes Designed by

Musical Direction by

OLIVER SMITH

FREDDY WITTOP

Orchestration by

NORMAN GELLER

PHJUP J, LANG

Directed by

LUCIA VICTOR
OWERginciiMPJ

-
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I
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i
I
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RESERVED SEATS $6.00, $5.50, $,1.50, $3.50

I

I
r
'

I
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I
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biggest ·name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410'
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E.. 268-6848
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Causes 'brain drain' to underdeveloped countries
!or which they were trained or
mtol«.lrable conditions.
'
Not Hardest Hit
' ' T .h e un d er d eve 1oped
countrres are not the hardest
·t b Y th e b rau!"
· d r&m.
- England
h I.
cl~1ms to be hit _the hardest,"
said Howard D tt
UNM
b" I
.f
1 mer,
IO ogy pro essor.
The reasons talented people

By FREDERICK M. WINSHIP
NEW YORK (l!PI)-Approximately 16,000 members of
t~e-~ew York NationaLDuardjncJnding the famecrRainbow
D~vlslon were calle~ up Monday under orders from President
Nixon to man the c1ty's post offices beginning Tuesday.
The men were ordered to report unarmed at 6:45 a.m.
EST Tuesday, the seventh day of the coast-to-coast postal
walkout, at local guard armories for instructions. They will
be used to sort mail and drive delivery trucks but not to.._:
. _make deliveries, the..post.m.a&t~r_ge~i~- s~ffi-_----··-----In addition, fatigue-clad Army troops left Fort Dix, N.J.,
at. 5:17 P-~· EST Monday by bus for New York where they
Will be assigned to Forts Hamilton, Tilden, and Wadsworth
and the Brooklyn Army Terminal. Altogether 2500 regulars
from Fort Dix, McGuire Air Force Base, N.J., ~d Marine and
Na:'Y per~onnel from New York will be used to help get the
mrul movmg.
"It would take them nine months to be trained to be
efficient," commented J. Stanley Lewis vice president of the
striking National Mail Carriers Associati~n.
Follows Broadcast
The call-up came within two hours after Nixon went on
radio and television to tell the nation of his decision to use
troops.
The call-up will affect almost two-thirds of the 29 000
Army and Air National Guardsmen in New York.
'
It was assumed that the National Guardsmen will be used
as necessary after the regulars in New York City's 40 post
offices moving into the city this evening have been put to
work.
Mayor John V. Lindsay announced he had "alerted all
agencies of the city government to ensure the highest degree
of public safety" when U.S. troops begin working on the
mail.
Postmaster General Winton P. Blount said the initial
resumption of postal service in New York City will be-.
confined to mail directly related to the personal welfare of
individuals and the economy of the city and country.
Announcing the troops ordered into the city by President
Nixon had begun taking over the jobs of striJdng postal
workers, Blount appealed for cooperation of all citizens in
_limiting their mail to matters of this nature.

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double opa.:ed. Name, relepbone number and address muot be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

.
peopIe p Iay coloma! polities, they
also mistake the white community
into thinking that it has the
sanction of chicanos. It does not!
These who would assume the
responsibility of representing
chicano ·people in this country
must be able to throw off the
notion that they can effectively
do so and still maintain a
maximum amount of security.
Jobs will have to be .sacrificed,
positions of prestige and status
given up, favors forfeited. It may
well be, and UMAS thinks it is,
that leadership and security are
basically incompatible. When one
forcefully challenges the racist
system, one cannot, at the same
time expect that system to reward
him or even treat him
comfortably. Political leadership
which pacifies and stifles its voice
artd then rationalizes this on
grounds of gaining "something'l
for my people is at bottom,
gaining only mtlaningless token
rewards that an affluent society is
p!!rfectly willing to give.

By SUE MAJOR
Over 100,000 foreign·
students come to the United
States each year to train for
jobs to contribute to the
progress of their own
countries-but 85 percent of
students from underdeveloped
countries and 50 percent from
Europe area never return home.
The United States and other
countries have been accused of
causing a "brain drain" by
taking skilled workers from
areas which need them and
transferring them to more
affl}lent areas.
This brain drain accounts for
only 11 to 12 percent of the
immigration to the United
States. The Population Bulletin
of June, 1969, pointed out
that the United States and
other recipients of the brain
drain have not shanghaied
talented people, These people
1eft their own countries
voluntarily, often because of
inadequate wages, lack of jobs

16,000 N.Y. guardsmen
will handle post offices

Capitulation to a White Racist Society

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion.

By UMAS
Indirect rule is the .method of
local colonial administration
through the agency of chiefs who
exercise executive authority.
Colonial subjects have the
political decisions made for them
by their colonial masters and
.,those decisions are handed down
directly or through a process of
"indirect roles."
Politically, decisions which
affect chicano lives have always
been made by white people-the
"white power structure.'' They
frequently overlook the fact that
American pluralism quickly
becomes a monolithic structure
on issues of race. When faced with
demands from chicano people the
multi-faction whites unite and
present a common front. This is
especially true when the chicano
groups increase in number.
The chicano community
perceives the "white power
structure" in very concrete terms.
The man in the barrio sees his
white landlord only when he

Sk~lled alien students do not leave

Patchen's ~sleepers Awal{e'
termed novel of reality

Editor:

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Y2 PRICE
Tonight and Wednesday Night- 8:15
Telephon~ 277-3121

STUDENTS W / AC'"f. CARDS, FAG & STAFF
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aCulry-wiH- diseu5-'--------own political action
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The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) today will recommend to
the faculty that professors be
allowed to participate in political
activity as long as it does not
interfere with their teaching.
"The college or university
faculty member is a citizen, and
like other citizens, should be fre~
to engage in political activities so
far as he is able to do so
consistently with his obligations
as a teacher and scholar," the FPC
recommendation states.
The statement, which will be
presented at the faculty meeting,
says many kinds of political
activity, such as holding part-time
office in a political party, seeking
election to any offices that do not
require extensive campaigning, or
election to a part-time political
office, "are consistent with
effective service as a member of a
faculty."

Insecticide, Birds

By MICHAEL BLAKE
presented here is perhaps
(Editor's note: Nancy Adair, one-fourth of its .actual -length
Judy LaPrairie, and Betty Ehlert · because ·of
limitations.)
LOBO: What are you presently
are representa:fures---of··fhe UNM
........ -fl'liap'ter of the Women's teyingtoaccomplishoncampusin
..... - ·
Liberation Movement. Sunday forwarding the cause of women's
they spoke about the movement liberation?
in an interview in the Lobo office.
ADAIR: I think our main
Contrary to what some may objective right now is to get as

space

think women are being treated as because they're afraid of the
equals then?
liberation of women?
EHLERT: Definitely not. I can
LAPRAIRIE: I think men need
give you a concrete example. So to be liberated, too. I think the
much of the emphasis (for role that men play is a little
women) is to come to college to difficult. You know-come to
find yourself a husband and if, Marlboro country, be a man-!
when you graduate you're not think that kind of role is difficult
marrie~__jt!s--my-Gcicl';-n-oney;-I.. -.J:st)jve up to.

L_______jb~e~l~i~evt~e~t;h~e~yi~did~~nO,o~t~c!o~m~e-im~a~n~y~m~e~mb~e:rs~~~~~¥~r1~

I

dictate
that
we·-assam.e.~!l_~ain
L O'BO·:
--Bll.t
doesn't society
general roles?
LAPRAIRIE: I don't think it's
quite as necessary any more as it
was maybe 100 years ago. I think
that in the highly technological
society we have today it isn't
really necessary.
ADAIR: I think that the media
has had a fantastic influence on
this. The reason the feminine
mystique has gained so much
power is through the influence of
li'very Wed. 5-6 PM
women's magazines, television
commercials, billbpards, and so
on. We have been forced to
identify with the fickle-headed
woman, the humble-headed
Central At University
ninny. Essentially women have no
intelligence ort television, no
abilities of their own, they can't
take care of themselves. They're
always being railroaded by men.
LOBO: But aren't women
I
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
t 0 day 11 s sum in g more
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
responsible roles in terms of
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
jobs?
National Building & 120Modeira NE
LAPRAIRIE: In the media
;:=~-~~~~~:=:7:::::~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~n~t~h~e;w~L~F~as~aJh!!u!!g~e:_ij~o~k~e:...I~s:_!t~h~is they say, look at all the
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
...--v,.ork1'ng WI'ves, look at all the
• • • • • • • • -~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • a • • a • ara •~ a • • a a • • • • • a a a a • • • ~
working women. But if you
look at tHeir jobs, you'll see
~
secretaries. A secretary to some
~
executive, rome male. You see
~
STUDENT-INITIATED COURSES
nurses, nurses to some male
~
•1n the
'•
physician. So really women
1
io
haven't come very far.
·f ~
UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR PROGRAM
;1
ADAIR: There are more
,.
women now getting married at
1
~
the age of 19 than there jn
~
1930. There are fewer women
~
;., finishing college, fewer P .H.D.'s,
~
1" and fewer Women entering
:
~ graduate school. You'll find
,
~that the girls who are now
If ten or more students wish a one-hour seminar on a certain topic for next fall, .~ graduating from college will
~, Semester_ I, 1970-71, they may petition to have such a course offered. The topic :~ most likely get married, stay at
1'" d
· d an d some suggested rea d'mgs sh au ld b-e su b m1tte
· d Wit
· h t h e pet1t1on.
·•
1
home, they're
raise two their
kids-by
111
es1re
time
lives the
are
35
essentially _over, unless they
Deadline for Petitions
have some kind of identity of
April 3, 1970
their own to relate to.
~
LOBO: _ What is it going to
take for women to assume
Send petitions to Dudley Wynn, Director, U.S.P., the Honors Center, UNM.
proper representation in
A course will'have a better chance of being offered if you have a commitment from ~ their
government,
business, and
I
an instructor willing to teach the course if it is chosen.
~ society as a whole.
LAPRAIRIE: Women like us,
Petitioners should consult with the U.S.P. office as to criteria for selection of
who believe in the liberation of
courses before trying to secure signatures or a commitment from an instructor.
women, are going to have to
raise our children differently. A
* * *
I
*
equipped with machine
knives between

OKIE'S

104 BEER

here has six
cadres)
to raise the level of
consciousness on campus. I feel
it's important not only to educate
the women but also men, and
specifically men who tend to fight
racism and oppression.
EHLERT: One of the really
primary things we have to do is
make women aware that the
things we've been contending with
all these years as personal
problems are really cultural
problems. I think that's a
tremendous realization; to come
out of your little caveofpersonal
problems and realize that many of
the people around you suffer the
• same problems.
LOBO: You definitely don't

'·, , ,, , , , , , , .. , , , ,. , , ,.... ,... , , , , , , , , , ,

k D py k 0 rn e r

I

I

~

.

money.
They
don't
want
wasted
four
years
and degrees
all that
they want husbands and
grandchildren. That's the only
way a woman gets any status in
this society. You become a full
person through the merits of your
children and the profession of
your husband. You want to ask
who any woman is-you tell them
what your husband does. I wanted
to go to graduate school and
apparently this was a really
awkward thing. I got a lot of noise
from a lot of people. They said
maybe that wouldn't be very
fulfilling because what I'm really
supposed to want is babies.
ADAIR: Women are forced to
assume a vicarious identity,
through boyfriends, through
fathers, through families.
EHLERT: When you step out
of that traditional stuff and stand
by yourself you're subject to
criticism. You're not feminine
(supposedly), you're promiscuous,
you're maladjusted.
LOBO: I know many men look

:=

:·~
:

:~
:~

U.S.P. courses, student-initiated or otherwise, are not "Honors" courses but are
open to any·fu/1-time undergraduate student in good standing. These courses are all for
:: one hour of credit, are taught by regular University staff members. Grading is on a
:• modified Pass-Fail basis: A, CR (Credit), NC (No credit). Grade of CR or NC is not
computed in grade-point average. Grade of A is computed.
The full Iist of U.S.P. courses and how to enroll in them will be announced near the
.~ end of the current semester.
~

~

:
:

~
~

;~
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LOBO: Haven't women
realized their demands
traditionally through the use of
sex as a lever?
ADAIR: It works both ways.
Sex has been used as a tool
by all groups and both sexes
definitively. The reason we call
men sexists is because a
man-child is allowed to identify
with many roles. You know
the old man's song "doctor
lawyer, Indian chief," well th~
woman's song is "I'm goi~g to
marry a doctor, or a lawyer,
or an Indian chief."
EHLERT: The whole notion
that women have traditionally
used sex as a weapon is based
on fallacy, the belief that men
arc in greater need of secual
activity than women. This just
isn't true.
LOBO: What are some of
your concrete ideas about
reform on this campus?
LAPRAIRIE: Some of the
things we'd like to see happen
on this campus include the
addition oi a women's studies
center, a free 24·hour child
care_ center (for staff as well as
students), free birth control
information and contraceptives,
and
the abolition of
discrimination in campus
housing. This means not only
abolition of hours, keys, elc.,
but the addition of a
co-educational dorm and dorms
for people who have children
(married or not).

Computer excludes
registration hassle

?nnJy:~~t~a{at~~~i:~~n ~\~~

EDMOND, Okla.
(CPS)-Central State College's
10,620 students no longer have to
shuffle schedule cards and wait in
line to sign up for classes every
term. A computer, working
year-round, enrolls them
automatically.
Central State's continuous
enrollment system is one of the
first in the country. Visual display
terminals attached to an IBM
computer let each student meet
with an advisor, enroll and get a
fee statement in one 20-minute
session.
"The new procedure has freed
our faculty from enrollment
duties and widened the role of the
academic advisor," said B. E.
Fisher, dean of admissions and
records.
Teaming professional advisors
and the computing system has
reduced by 75 percent the time
enrollment requires and has
balanced class loads, he said. A
department of professional
advisers was created to direct the
scheduling operation. 10 advisors,
meeting students each morning
during the semester, spend only
450 man-days on enrollment.
Before, the 350 faculty members
worked a total of 1750 man-days
during the five.-day enrollment
week.
''We've reclaimed that time for
class activity," Fisher said. "Each
faculty member now will have five
more days per semester for
preparation and instruction."
The advisor in the new system
registers a student for the
upcoming term by using a
computer terminal similar to a
portable TV atop a typewriter
keyboard. He identifies' each

student by typing his social
security number on the unit. He
then types each proposed class
section number. These appear on
the screen.
As each section number is
typed, the computer instantly
determines whether it is closed
and if there is a time conflict in
the schedule. Barring these, the
student is enrolled automatically.
Classes may be closed from
week to week as the computer
monitors for balanced enrollment
in each section. For example, a
section given a maximum size of
100 students may be closed
temporarily after enrollment
reaches 50.
Advisors help students switch
to other sections that have not
reached this allotment, By the
start of the classes, each section in
a subject should have
approximately the same number
of students.
As soon as the enrollment is
confirmed, the IBM System/360
Model 40 prints the schedule and
fee statement at another terminal.
The student may pay then or later
by mail.
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... still take time to hatch. Start building your
future now, with a sound life insurance program. Why now? Your premiums are lower and
your cash value has longer to build. The reward is to the bold, never the .chicken.

RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT

MR. FRISKY

READ 3 to 10 liMES FASTER
IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS

FAMOUS FOODS
3800 East Central
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recital
G · Vihuela
f' ·
ICianados
can hear the
Uitar
a
d f 16th
sol!n
ah
century Spanish
guitar, t e vihuela, during a

little girl is never taught to be
Wednesday, at
••
analytical. A little girl is never
'l'ile ptogr-am in the Recital recommendation states.
taught to fix the car, she's
Hall of the Fine Arts Center will'F-he recommendations are
~~~~~~am~~~pl:.;:d c~~t_;:~t~o~ha~ adopted from an Ameriean
inside helping mommy with the
dishes or playing with dolls. I
Association of American
think it's going to have to
By FLOYD NORRIS
After the offer..lllas--maaelast--thought wiismo:rn-moderare-than--- cl~ssica~ ~uitar by Jack Douthett, Professor's (AAUP) statement
start out early and women are
_WASHINGTON . (CPS)-S~mt~~r--;-Pa:Tiiier arranged a the other groups, to submit a list « m-u 5-H!-.__ s_ t. !!.Q.~___!~o m about political activity.
going to have to realize that
VIet~amel!!l._,f.!.!llident----'Pl~eu s meeting with the Saigon embassy. of ten students. Another 10 Albuquerqu;.
.
.
-·:----·--=A========~r:=
they must rely on themselves
-----~fet To br!ng 100 anti-war Negotiations continued over would come from an organization . Douthett s seruor rec!tal Will •
and not men.
-~---~-----students to V_Ietnll;m ,','to take a several months, with the students which the embassy refused to Inc I u de t.w <? of hIS own
GIFTS MAGNIFIQUE!
--look at the situation has been offering to accept any name, and 30•40 would be compositions, Fo~r
-t~o:-YOlld~n't see it as
denounced as a fraud by student arrangement which would selected by the embassy on the ~ontemporary _Preludes and SUite
La Plante Gallery
an overnight movement tben?
leaders here.
guarantee the delegation was basis of individual applications. It m F sharp mmor.
3009 Central N.E.
LAPRAIRIE: No.
. Although Thieu's original offer, composed of what Palmer called was not clear what happened to
_Susan Blatz, ~ezzo-soprano,
LOBO: Aren't men going to
one of the largest anti-war
The embassy refused to accept
compositiOns.
resist this kind of change in
nation's
history,
a
list
of
100
students
including
protests
in
the.
their "top-dog" status?
had been to antt·war students, the Stephen Part of The Lobo which
ADAIR: They are resisting
South
Vietnamese now insist on was submitted by the anti-war and
this kind of change but in
selecting
a representative group of student groups. Instead, it offered
many ways men haven't always
to allow the NSA which it
all
students.
been the "top-dogs" because
'
women have learned, just as
blacks have learned, to be
devious and manipulative and
to pretend to be stupid. But
they know_ what's going on, we
know what's going on.

Monster Hamburger

1

Sorne o f t h e birds kept in the biology building became sick
t wo wee k s ago wh en the biology greenhouse was sprayed with
insecticide. Since then, however, the birds have recovered and
the greenhouse is insect free.

Arrangements, such as
reduction of a professor's
workload, a leave of absence for
the duration of an election
campaign or for a term of office,
should be made by the University
to free faculty members for
political activities, said the
recommendation.
However, the recommendation
states, a faculty member seeking
leave for political activity should
"recognize that he has a primary
obligation to his institution and to
his growth as an educator and
scholar."
The recommendation also
states any political activity
''except that clearly of a
consultative nature or under
contract through the University,"
and which is in the faculty
member's field, "should be
entirely disassociated from one's
University relationship.
"By this, is meant one should
not use his University title which,
tends to create the image that he
is acting either for, in behalf of, or
with the approval of the

Pho. 255·0891

LYCEUM LEARNING CENTER

207 Dartmouth NE ·
Phone 265.6761

, Bob Vann, CLU, General Agent

'
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Not afraid of controversy

Cavett has heavy show
NEW YORK (CPS)-Dick
Cavett was moderating a heated
debate between I.F. Stone, the
crusading political
journalist-publisher, and members
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spart?s

...

fortune

WORL_D NEWS

summer prime-time talk shows,
discussed his program and his own
views on the state of the society:
CPS: Do you feel the
intellectual level of your show will

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Lobos win, 8. 2

•

behind Jacobs/
pitching gem

never really decided what a host
of a show like thi~> is supposed to
By United Press International
do, I don't believe my job is
Ga~:y
Jacobs upped his
merely to ask questions. Still, I
~:ecord to 4·0 yesterday as the
resist the idea of using the show.
Lobos turned back Colorado
If
there
were
a
candidate
I
wanted
State,
8 ·2-;---.Jacohs • fixe.cJ ..._a. •
in the Earl
battleWilson
for ratings
WASHINGTON-Two more Democrats, Sens. Frank Church of Idaho
as columnist
has to win, I would have him on, But
four-hitter,
struck out 16, and
and Stuart Symington of Missouri, Monday announced they would vote
At the same
·,a
I'd have on a lot of other people, against the confirmation of Judge G. Harrold Carswell to the Supreme
h<~ed his own cause with two
About
a
week
ago,
we
received
a
mimeographed
newsletter
of the television dial would"''"'""
I .haven't seen that too. I try not to use the show, for
hits and a run batted in.
from the WAC office in Denver which said WAC official Rudy
Johnny Carson chatting with a many things on the show -!-think. .there's something morally dubious Court.
The Lobos scored three runs
Marich had been selected to officiate at the NCAA's Mideast
Despite the twin announcements, Carswell still appeared heaoed. for
young starlet about the rise and would lose anybody, On a night about it. I might doubt my own
in
the first inning with two
·tournamenCiri
...
IT'oTumbus,
Ohio.
The
newsletter
praised
Regional
decline of the mini·skirt and Merv when I'm dull, I should lose the wisdom, I'm not active in politics. Senate approval, possibly next week, but by a smaller margin than
hits aided by two CSU errors
Marich
for
being
originally
anticipated.
Griffin crowning Arthur Treacher audience.
I don't go out and campaign, I
and never trailed. CSU bounced
selected to officiate the
A UPI poll now shows that 49 senators are either committed or
with a new hair-piece. So goes the
CPS: Do you watch your own think politics can be quite boring,
back
with two unearned runs
games,
WAC
officiating
inclined to vote for the 50-year-old Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals
five evening a week war of the late show?
in the top of the second, but
though I realize politics in the judge; 32 are committed or leaning toward voting against him; and 18
reached
an
all-time
low
talk shows.
Cavett: Sometimes I do, If traditional election sense isn't
the Lobos made it 5-2 with
this year, and the
While Carson and Griffin lead there is something extraordinarily what people like Jerry Rubin are are undecided. Sen. Karl E. Mundt, R.S.D,, is recovering from a stroke
two
of their own in the
WAC
office
was
trying
and not expected to vote.
in the ratings with a format of good or bad on my show I switch talking about."
..second..
to take some of the
light chit chat that won't 'offend around to see who is doing what
Ken Johnson extended his
CPS: What did you think of the
bonus off by sending
anyone's ears and won't stimulate when I'm doing what I am."
hitting streak to 11 straight
Chicago Seven trial?
out the newsletter.
anyone's mind, Cavett continues
CPS: Are you attempting to
games with a three for four
But earlier this
Cavett: I get the feeling from
to peer into the heads of people aim your show at a particular
•'''
day at the plate, The versatile
week, we received our
those
I
talk
to
and
what
I
read
...
who have something more to say audience, say a younger view or a
copy of "Basketball
junior
also engineered a triple
that what (I,F .) Stone said is
It
I.
than the title of their latest movie. more intellectual viewer than right. (Judge Julius) Hoffman gave
VIENTIANE-communist troops put the torch to the U.S. refugee
Weekly," a Detroit
steal in the .second inning by
Within one week, Cavett's show Carson and Griffin attract?
publication. In it was
dashing home while the other
more than enough rope to hang aid and supply base of Sam Thong Sunday night, destroying the
offered Stone, Chicago Seven
Cavett: No, I never try to aim himself. My suspicion is that the 400-bed hospital and other installations, an American official reported
a n a r t icIe w h ich
two runners moved up behind
Defendant Jerry Rubin tearing a it. I don't know where the
criticized the officiating
him.
trial was conceived as an Monday.
judge's robe to shreds, Washington audience is. If the show appears to
Bad weather prevented air strikes against the North Vietnamese·
at the Mideast Regional
-~-·-~he .J,gbos face
the same
ill-advised attemt to stifle dissent.
Post Columnist Nicholas Von be aimed at a particular group, it's I also think the defendants did
()Jcoct..
Pathet Lao forces pushing down from the North during.~the .. day,
and singled out Rudy
CSU team today at 3 P.m.
·
Hoffman talking politics, and Jane accidental, Are young people blow it a bit. I think the original Informed sources reported the military situation at Long Cheng, the
Colorado State 020 000 000·2 4 5
Marich and the Pacific
New Mexico 320 110 Olx·8 18 3
'It's not just me, There are 100
Fonda bringing an American watching? I have no way of Tom Hayden approach that Stone
headquarters of the Laotian clandestine army six miles south of Sam
E i g h t ' s W i II i a m
S u Ill vanj Cortese (5th), and
players
in
the
WAC
and
none
of
Indian to the show to talk of the knowing if they are, There are no
Andrews; acobs and Laub
Busenius in particular.
talked about of testing the legality Thong, as generally quiet.
W.Jacobs
(4·0)
them
like
you.'
repression against Indians and Neilson homes on campuses. I'd
In Saigon, the U.S, Command Monday reported the loss of two U.S.
The major complaints
of the law would have been better
L·Sullivan (0·1)
again~t those in American society be pleased to find that young
2B·Wicks, Reyes
··-·····><- ..._. ... ..
approach to stick to, I'd be
fighter-bombers and two crewmen in air operations over Laos. It was
registered against Marich and Busenius were they were inconsistent and
d
who don'i fit into the President's people are watching the show, but
interesting in knowing if the the first official report on American airmen lost since the U.S.
called a close game.
Octavius Morgan and Ricky Chil ers
"silent" category.
there is no conscious attempt
defendants ever sat down at some Command began disclosing such details on March 10. Ten planes are
Especially upset was Adolph Rupp whose team was upset by
f"
In a rare exclusive interview made to use the show as a forum
point in the trial and said, "Let's listed as downed in Laos.
Jacksonville,
106·100.
For
the
..
Jirst
time
in
Rupp's
40-year
Two
talented
and
much
positions
from
tackle
to
_gJ.Iard
Yef
ISefS
with CPS, Cavett, a former writer to accomplish social change.
cut loose now."
In
Vientiane,
Premier
Prince
Souvanna
Phouma
accused
Hanoi
of
coaching
career
at
Kentucky,
he
lost
four
players
on
personal
sought-after
high
school
football
in
college,
was
All-City,
'$DO-IF'Fff
for Johnny Carson and a veteran
CPS: While a lot of young
CPS; Do you disapprove of the trying to make Laos "a colony under a Communist regime." He also
· ··
fouls. Altogether the number one-ranked W..i!G~:ai-s-hru:l--2.6..Jmll£-stars visited the New Mexico preseason All-State, and
~-e,... /.,
of his own daily morning and people respect your show, some
use of theatrics to demonstrate a
charged the Soviet Union with trying to prolong the war in Laos by its
called on thllm ta 20 for Jacksonville. 'l'fiatwas the difference.
campus last weekend. Ricky lineman -of • the· year at
are critical of you for not taking point?
refusal to consult with other signers o.£ the Geneva Accords on·---+----s::;lijays "Basketball Weekly": "Admittedly losing coaches. !ire Childers, an offensive tackle Abilene High Schoo-h:--Fr-.-...:
more of a personal stand on the
252 I Central S.E.
Cavett: If theatrics works to Indochina.
inclined to complain, But there was a groundswell of opm10n from Abilene, Tex., and sociology major, he is being
N
issues your guests discuss. Why
Across from johnson Gpnna<ium
make people angry about
against Marich and Busenius all over Colum~u.s .. Coaches, pl~yer~ 1 Octavius Morgan, a. linebacker recruited by a host of schools
S
don't you· take a more politically
something and then makes them
broadcasters, sportswriters all agreed the off~~tm.f!. w.as t~nble,
from Chicago, flew m Saturda.y including Tulsa, Notre Dame,
active
role
on
the
show?
Do
you
Dilazo Supply
admit the existence of the
I
The
... J.l.t_ .C.o.I.JJ.mbus ...\mde.l:scp,ras-:t!i"e offiCiatmg situation f 0 r a t w0. a a y 5 t .. :y l •• SMtr;·-ami--tin! UniverSiW'--6!"' . +·--·
feel it is your job to be objective
problem
when they cool off, fine.
. ··-am 0 Ia CU S 0
SUpp
rOU e
·----··-..ifi·--tinr-·W:AC. If Marich is the best offtc1al the WAC has and Albuquerque.
.
Texas.
A
as a host?
LEITZ Drafting & Engineering Suppl;.,
But I don't think theatrics would
PHNOMC
PENH,
Cambodia-Qfficial
sources
said
Monday
the
new··-·-·-·-·--·
turns
in
this
kind
of
performance,
what
can
w~
e":pect
fr?m
Morgan,
who
plans
to
maJor
J
N
Discount lo UNM Students
Cavett: I hang back unless I feel
t · t ·
work with me, I don't see the
t d
th fl
f
I'
· gtl ugh
other WAC officials? We will get the same ugly sJtuatu;ms which in engineering, earned JOETURNEY
T
.
my opinion is required. But I've
governmento ISCommunist
rymg o forces
ry up.
e ·owVietnam.
o supples movm lro
occurred th'Is past season: Uta.h·UTEP at Salt L.ake, A.r.Izo.na·N.ew All-Catholic City hon.ors a.t St.
in South
1 moto.rcyc 1es
statistics to indicate it's effective. Cambodia
Nothing has radicalized me
The sources said the new regime, headed by Army Gen. Lon No!, has
Mexico at Tucson, and Wyommg-BYU at Larattue, OffiCI~ti.ng IS a Philips High School m Chicago.
Sa es • Serv.ce • Parts
PAWNBROKER
enough to think there is no hope quietly suspended an agreement concluded with the VietCong during
thankless job and the men work ha!d· 1~ost WAC o!f.ICJals are He is being recrui.ted by
BSA-JAWA-Bridgestonc
243-3610
other than these kind of actions. I
the tenure of Prince Norodom Sihanouk which permitted the
well-paid pwfessional men of great mtegr1ty who officiate o~ly schools from the Btg Ten,
HUSQVARNA-IlULTACO
haven't decided yet that the
Communists to purchase supplies in Cambodia for the war in Vietnam.
because they like the sport. But the WAC should start checkmg Pacific Eight, and the WAC.
PENTON
2410 CENTRAl.. S.E.
system is shit.
ALBUQUERQUE,N.M.
No! was one of the driving forces in the political upheaval in Phnom
the officials' performances for evaluation and weed out the poor
Childers, who plans to shift
8206 Lomas Blvd NE
256-9444
officials.
CPS: What are your thoughts in Penh which ousted Sihanouk as Chief of State and installed a more
$fJJJ,fff~$$$$$~$
retrospect about the censorship of anti-Communist government. Sihanouk, who was in Moscow at the
time, was toppled after days of demonstrations in which thousands of
Judy Collins' statements on the
Cambodians demanded the removal of North Vietnamese and Viet
Chicago trial on your show?
Cong troops from Cambodian soil.
Cavett: ABC's feeling was that
The 1970 football season is still six months away, but teams
you should not make for current
all over the WAC are breaking out spring practice gear. Defending
litigation prejudicial statements,
champion Arizona State is a near unanimous favorite to win the
even though the jury is
WAC crown but at least five other teams aren't far behind.
sequestered, because they might
Listed among the five contenders are Rudy Feldman's New
affect upcoming witnesses. I don't
Mexico
Lobos.
BELEN,
N.M.-The
head
of
the
New
Mexico
Racing
Commission
said
agree with the decision, because I
Only Colorado State (37) Arizona (33), and Arizona State
don't see the danger. I agree with Monday the organization running concessions at Sunland Park Race
(31} return more. letterme!l' than the. Lob?s· And . CSU's is
ABC's right to do it. NBC didn't Track probably would lose its franchise next year due to reported ties
deceiving because the coachmg staff realized It was gomg to be
do it in a similar circumstance, with the Cosa Nostra.
fired and lettered the whole team, The Wolfpack returns. 31 of
Robert Lee said also that Emprise Corporation of Buffalo, N.Y.
but when I asked the network
40 lettermen and at least a dozen good sophomores scrappmg for
currently
owned
about
17,000
shares,
or
roughly
one
percent,
of
stock
about it, they said ABC has its
positions. This gives Rudy Feldman the most experience and
own policies. I don't feel strongly in Fortuna Corp., which operates the track outside El Paso, Tex. New
talent he's ever had in his three year tenure at UNM.
enough about that incident to say Mexico Sports Services, who runs the concessions, is a subsidiary of
Besides the Lobos, top challengers to the Sun D~vils appear to
I won't come to work. My lawyer Em prise.
Not exactly.
be
junior-laden Arizona, U:tah, . UTEP, and Brigham Young,
New
Mexico
Sports
Services,
a
subsidiary
of
Emprise
Corp.,
has
held
and some ACLU (American Civil
A razor blade can give you
Wyoming winner of three titles m the past four years, appears
Liberties Union) lawyers are the concession franchise at the track since 1959,Lee said. Emprise has
a good, close shave on the easy
to be o~t of it, The black defection has forced Cowboy coach
talking to ABC so we can set up been singled out by U.S. Rep. Sam Steiger, R·Ariz., on the house floor
The biggest problem with
The Norelco Tripleheader has
parts of your face.
But when St. Francis began
Lloyd Eaton into a mass recruitment of junior college transfers,
some guidelines. If this is to be a as a "firm with a La Cosa Nostra ties."
shaving sideburns is to get
3
Microgroovem
shaving
heads
Like
your
cheeks.
Because
something he has always shunned. Junior college . transfers in any
Stock owned by Emprise in Sunland Park was listed under a broker's
time of trials, too severe a policy
his Order he was rather antithem straight, and even on
that
float
to
follow
the
curves
flat,
your
cheeks
are
almost
sport usually have trouble fitting into the coaches' system and
could limit a good deal what we name, commission officials said and had "hand loaned money to
both sides.
of
your
chin.
like
a razor blade.
Sunland Park through Fort.una."
too often present discipline problems,
.
are able to discuss on the show.
establishment.
The Norelco Tripleheader
The heads go in where
If the Sun Devils falter, the 1970 football race could turn mto
But what about the hardIn late February, the commission rejected an attempt by Newco
CPS: What do you think of
a wide-open chase. But ASU will be tough. Stanford coa?,h Joh~
has a pop-up trimmer that lets
your chin goes in, and out
to-shave parts of your face?
Spiro Agnew's criticism of Corp., to take over Ruidoso Race Track after it was revealed Emprise
Ralston visited the . ASU campus. last week and remll!'ked: . I can t
you see exactly what you're
where your chin goes out. To
television news coverage and the loaned it $600,00 in return for a 10-year concession franchise for New
St. Francis wanted to "do his own thing" and
Mexico Sports Services,
see any way in the world Anzona State can avOid gomg 10·0
news media in general?
trimming. So it's a lot harder
give you a really close shave,
next season,"
·
Lee
said
the
racing
commission
had
no
knowledge
of
the
reported
go around doing good, living a life of poverty,
Cavett: I think Agnew said
to make a mistake.
without irritating your skin.
crime syndicate connections of Emprise or New Mexico Sports Services
what he said simply because the
Feel how your beard grows
(In independent tests, the
• Now, run your hand over
and telling everyone, especially the poor, the
administration was being when it granted the subsidiary approval to run the track concessions
down on part of your neck? And
your
whole face.
Tripleheader
shaved
as
close
or
Good News-the Gospel.
during the 1970 meeting.
criticized,
up on another part? (Some
If your beard feels uneven,
closer than a stainless steel
The Atlantic Coast Conference has captured the unofficial
beards even grow sideways.)
blade in 2 out of 3 shaves.)
maybe you should be shaving
St. Francis was not satisfied with the estab"Toughest Conference" title for .1970. The title is ~ased on ~he
To give you a close,
with a Norelco Tripleheader.
won·lost records of the major conferences agamst outside
lishment 700 years ago and set out to follow
comfortable shave on your
It comes in two models.
opposition, the eight ACC clubs registered .63 wins and 24 losses
neck, we designed the Norelco
The
Cord
Model Tripleheader
in the footsteps of another man who wanted
for a remarkable .775 percentage.
The hard thing about shaving
Tripleheader with 18 self·
flip-top cleaning).
(with
easy
us to love one another ••.
The Big Eight was right behind them with a n?n·co!lference
your upper lip with a razor
sharpening rotary blades that
And the new Rechargeable
record of 70-24. The Pacific Eight was 64-:n, the Mis:;ouri V~l!ey
blade is shaving close enough.
shave in every direction.
Tripleheader (the shaver that
58-31 the Ivy League 47 ·27, and the B1g Ten 53-35. Tradmg
If you would like to find out how you can "do
Again, tile unique Norelco
were 'the Southeast Conference with 44-33, the WAC 46-43, and
gives you up to twice as many
design lets you maneuver
your own thing" fill in this coupon for more
the Southwest which had a wretched 32·4.8,
,,
.
shaves per charge as any other
around your nose and mouth,
The WAC's 46-43 record against outside co~petJtJon was I~s
information.
rechargeable}. Either one will
to shave your beard in every
worst in history. There are a lot of reasons It happened. this
give your face a whole new feel.
way, but the reasons that pop up most ~ften are: 1) Arizona
direction.
State limped off to a ghastly 0·9 record agamst non•league teams,
Franciscan Vocation Office
2) New Mexico, BYU, and Arizona pointed towards the league
1
games and experimented in non-~onference games, 3) W~C teams
Post Office Box 1983
loaded their schedules with national powers New Mexico State
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
and Utah State. Against the Aggies and Utags, WAC teams were
fl
'
I would like to find out more about how I can "do my
1·13.
.
. .
· · w·1th . th e
But it should be a different
story
next year,
own thing" as a Franciscan priest or brother.
exception of UTEP and Wyoming, the whole league will be
stronger.
New Mexico, for instance, will be loaded, But on paper,
Name --------·--------~------~----------the Lobos figure to be no better than fourth behind
Address
vastly-improved teams at Utah, Colorado StaCe, Brigham Young,
and Arizona.
City

Carswell opposition grows

~~-~---t;~~~~y~~~~~A~m~e~r~ic~a~n~s~if~o~r·-···-~h~u:r:t:~~y1o~u

WAC basketball officiating
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Communis~s torch Sam Thong
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Football season is near

Emprise to lose franchise

a Hippie?

Hyouthink
youre getting a great
shave with a razor blade,
feel your face.
Feel your chin

Feel your sideburns

Feel your neck

The ACC is toughest

Feel your upper lip
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C::ampus I:Jriefs

Government jobs

film presentations and discussion
of problems in film making.
"Nobody Knows How Old is
My Grampa," and a documentary
about a festival in Guatemala, are
two of the films to be shown.

The Federal Government needs
typists and stenographers to work
with various agencies in New
Mexico arid on the Hopi and
Navajo Reservations.
Starting salaries are between
$4000 and $5000 a year, possibly
higher for those with experience
or col.lege education.
Application forms can be
obtained from the Job
Information Center in the Federal
Building downtown, or almost
any Post Office ·in New Mexico.
Applicants must take a written
test,

Young Democrats

year, the drive would like to
collect $2000.

Sopranos to sing
Beryl Whitlow and Mildred
Hicks, both 8opranos, will present
a student recital Monday evening,
April 13, at 8:15 in the Recital
Hall,
The program will include solos
by each of the students as well as
duets. The accompanist will be
Lois McLeod.
Composers represented include
Monteverdi, Scarl11tti, Schubert,
and Bizet.
The recital is open to the public
without charge.

The UNM Young Democrats
will meet March 25 in the
conference room of the Western
American Life Insurance Building,
1015 Tijeras N.W. at 7:30p.m.
The speaker will be Rudy A.
Ortiz, the OBernalillo County
chairman for the Democratic
party.
"Redwoods" film
An unannounced faculty
Piano recital
T h e S t u dents for member from UNM's political
Rita Angel, junior piano
Environmental Action will show science department will also student at UNM and staff pianist
the Sierra Club "Redwoods" film speak.
for the UNM Orchestra, will give a
tonight at 7:30 in Union room
All interested persons are recital Thursday evening, April
129,
invited to come.
16, at 8:15 in the UNM Recital
The film will be followed by a
Hall.
Campus Chest
Miss Angel's recital will open
discussion of plans for the April
22 Earth Day. The environmental
Campus Chest, the annual wgp,__ .:a~.at.ho.ven 's- --Thil'ty-two
action group is c~~~!_a~ipg -~it.h _ cam:plols-charity·-drive, witl'oe April· Variations in C minor and two
· tn-e--A-s-UNM -GSA teach-in 13·18.
Brahms compositions, Intermezzo
committee.
The drive this year will try to in B flat major (op, 76, no. 4) and
raise money to innoculate Capriccio in C sharp minor (op.
Film presentation
children against German measles, 76, no. 5),
"Films by Young Film and for therapeutic physical
Following Krenek's George
Makers," the second in the Art department at the University.·
Washington Variations, she will
Today series, will be presented
The therapeutic department has • conclude the recital with Suite
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. at the various programs for members of Bergamasque by Debussy and
First Unitarian Church, 3701 tl1e community and UNM Scherzo in B flat minor (op. 31)
Carlisle Blvd. N .E.
students.
by Chopin.
Franklin Dickey, UNM English
The Campus Chest last year
The recital is open to the public
professor, will preside over the collected less than $200. This without charge,
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YAF meeting
The Young. Americans for
Freedom (YAF) will hold an
organizational meeting Monday,
April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in room
250-C of the Union.
The meeting is designed to
provide information on what the
conservative group calls
"alternatives" to cun·ent actions
and programs of liberal and
radical groups, Cost of
membership in the group is $1.

AAUP speakers
Four gubernatorial candidates
will speak at the state conference
of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
Friday, April 3, from 2·5 p.m. in
the Union Theater.
Candidates who have agreed ttl"
speak to conference delegates are
Bernalillo County District
Attorney Alexander Sceresse,
Demo,c_r~J;. .~!'!P· Jack 1:2{1P!!lts_,
· ·o:Lea; u.s. Grant, leader of the
Ojo de Casa commune near
Placitas and former state
representative Tom Clear, an
Albuquerque Republican,

KKG officers
Diane Daniels has been elected
president of Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority.
Assisting her as first and second
vice president are Jean Ann
Jourdan and Barbara Coester.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7e per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days. with
no chanse~ the rate is reduced to Gc
Classified Advertisint:
Per word and the minimum number o£
UNJrt P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.Jif, 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in fUll prior to insertion of advertisement.

PERSONALS
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DEADLINE for Inserting classified 3 :30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
LONELY? NEED A LISTENER.? Persona], marital, family problems. United
Ministries Counseling Service, 1800 SigMa Chi NE 247-2720.

Tuesdny, Mnrch 24
Roswell Independent School Dist., llosw~ll~ N. Mcx.-EJem., Sec. Math., Eng.,
Sc1., Foreign lan~ag~ & Girls P.llJ,,
Spec, Educ.

WANTED TO BUY: sMall Yamaha or
Honda. Around $150. or 300 hamburgers.
Jack at Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE.
4/3
.
SING AND STRUM any song Instantly by
ear. Folk, roc:kt country. Money back
guarantee. $2. postpaid. Guitar Method
Box 65, Fenton, Mich. 48430. 4/2
'
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP. New
hourS-T·Th 8:30 to 5:30, W-F·S 8:30
to 6 :oo. 3/23
DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first lesson. $14
hr. after. Lee MMon, 268-4589. 3/24
THUNDERBIItD CONTRIBUTORS: All
written work sUbMitted to the magadne
may now be picked up at rnt. 158 .Tournai•
ism Bldg,

SERVICES
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Monday, A prj] 6

Tuesday, April 7
New Mexico State Highway Dcpnrtmont

-CE

American Nntional Life Insurance ComPnny-Dusiness_, Educq.tion, English, Journalism
Peace Corps-All mnjors

Wednesday, April B
Peace Corps-All majors
Thursday, April 9
Pence Corps-All majors
Fridny, April ~0
Pence Corps-All majors
Monday, April 27
Girl Scouts of the United States of
AmerJcn-Educntion, Sociology, Psychology, Physical Education, Political Science,
BusinesS Admin., English & related areas
( Bnchclor's)
Visffi-:;-Al! majors

1967 VW. Excellent condition. Radio Leatherltc, Radial tircs, Now Drakes. '$1295
or best offer. 242-6364.
1069 VW camper. Excellent condition,
New Hart standards. 185 em. 268-7767.
4/3
FENDER STRATOCASTER:
amp~

Wednesday, May G
United States Army Recruiting, Officers
Trnjning Program-All majors
Thursday, May 7
United States Army Recruiting, Oflicers
Training Pt·ogrmn-All majors
t•·r''""v. Mny 8
United
Recruiting, Officers
Training
majors

X

FOR9
ACADEMY

c
.o

AWARDS

INCLUDING

BEST DIRECTOR

SYDNEY POLLACK

BEST ACTRESS
JANE FONDA

BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR GIG YOUNG
BEST SUPPORTING
ACTRESS
SUSANNAH YORK

-~w=~~~~~AIIl$,1'1C.
Doors Open 7:00pm

JOURNALISM MAJORS

2 Complete Shows!

'--·-~----j-

. 7:~0 & 9:40

Probably the Ieos! covered
subjects oro at •.•

Starts Wed. 3/25

Guild Arb Theatre

3405 Central N.E.
Only $1.50

Noon til Midnite

'

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ par word if same ad runs flva or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. lost & Found

6. Employment
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4. For Rent

SENIOR-Be sure to have your elass picture ;taken for the Mirage. No chargethree P08..,, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service•. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.

CANCIONER0-90 popular Spanish sonJIB,
Send $1 to RODER1'0 MONDRAGON,
610 11th N.w. ano2. 4/1o

\ ---~ ---------o--
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INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISI:MENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

MISCELLANEOUS

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589 .,
Color Avnilable

Air travel in and out of the
Albuquerque Sunport and other
terminals throughout the nation
could be seriously curtailed for an
indefinite period if Professional
Air Traffic Control Organization
(PATCO) members fail to show
for work this morning as planned.
Carl Evans, southwest regional
coordinator for PATCO, said he
expects traffic . to "come to a
screeching halt" by this
afternoon. Evans also said that
traffic throughout the nation will
"virtually stop."
Evans said there are
"approximately 220 PATCO
members" in the Albuquerque
unit out of a total force of 300.
These members will "call in sick"
at 8 a.m. tomorrow mornmg n
all goes accordingly.'' Government
employees are not permitted . to
walk off the job but. air traffic
controllers have used the sick-call
technique in previous slowdowns
without breaking the Jaw.
"The work stoppage in no way
has been planned to coincide with
the Easter holiday" said Evans
•

~RENT-A-TV
u.oo a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depoelt
Lower Monthly Rate

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY _ _ __

cost of the ROTC programs.
The report, however, recognizes that most of the
recommendations will not be achieved rapidly and therefore
calls for their adoption only as soon as they are feasible.
"The speed with which we can move toward these
recommendations depends on renegotiating contracts with
the Federal Government. These recommendations, therefore,
are set forth as goals in view of similar demands made by
other universities," the report concludes.
In other action the faculty also adopted a policy clarifying
what political actions of faculty members are permissable
within the framework of their jobs as professors.
The policy, which was written by an ad hoc committee of
the Faculty Policy Committee, specifies that all faculty
members "should be free to engage in political activities so
far as he is able to do so consistently with his obligations as a
teacher and scholar."
The policy also calls for the University to follow a liberal
policy of granting leaves for faculty members when the
political activities are of such a nature that they would
interfere with his University obligations.

...,

Air Traffic Control
threaten work halt

'

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

The faculty voted overwhelmingly yesterday to
recommend to the University administration that "ROTC
courses which receive academic credit should be taught by
civilian instructors."
In approving the recommendation the faculty accepted a
report by the Curricula Committee that also calls for
stripping ROTC instructors of their academic titles unless the
instructor also holds a "regular appointment in another
University unit."
The Curricula Committee's report on the two ROTC
programs at UNM also spelled ~:mt the_ committe~'s beli~f.~hat
it could find "no reason for d1sallowmg academ1c cred1t for
ROTC courses. It added, however, the practice of having
ROTC programs and textbook selection procedures originate
elsewhere than UNM should be discontinued. " ...It would
clearly be more in keeping with normal academic practices if
the programs originated on campus," the report says.
Also included in the recommendations are provisions that
"if a student is disenrolled for whatever reason from a ROTC
program he should not be penalized by induction," and a·
requirement that the Department of Defense bear the full

...

I\

---··

ClASSIFICATfONSl
I. Personals
5. For Safe

Faculty urges ROTC reform

\.

'·
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FOX WINROCK THEATRE

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

State police agent Jack E.
Johnson, pictured above, was
ejected from yesterday's faculty
meeting by UNM President Ferrel
Heady.

Agent ejected

two 12" speakers, lour inputs. 265-

THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIBUTORS:
AU art works may now be picked up at
rnt, 205 JoumalisM Bldg., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday-Friday.

Quaint!

E

Tuesday, April 28
_ Vista-All majors
Wednesday, April 29
Vista-All majors
Thursday, April 30
Vista-AU maiors
Fridny, May 1
Vista-All majors

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

FORSALE

1969 GTO, PD, PS; AC. New tires. Re·
finance, $2483. 265·3266. 3/18·24
200 USED TVs. All sty!..,, $15 up, 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/16
1956 Chevrolet station Wagon, 2 door, V-8,
3 speed, Hurst shifter, 255-8332.

LA PLANTE GALLERY
3009 CENTRAL N.E.

M

TYPING--term pnpers, thcscs, dla•crta·
tions. Close to campus. 256·1694, 3/21>

5)

NM p©~~~® ©Jgent

American National Life Insurance Company-Business, Education, English, Jout•..
uaHE;m
:t'eace Corps-All majot·s

It, try

BE SURE to chock the Lost & Found
service in . the lobby o£ the sun for
Your lost items.

e~ects

The University faculty yesterday (ljectPd a state polic·e
agent and a former student from their lm'Pting hut. lW,!,
until after the two had already sat in on iwady all of tlw
two hour meeting.
Evicted from the meeting w<'rP state policeman ,Juek
,Johnson and former student Mannie.' Wri~{ht. Both r;:1id
they wm·e at the mPeting only to ''obsPrV<'" how Lhe
faculty 1uns its meetings.
The move to evict the two came only after the· faculty
had completed virtually all of its scheduled ·business. The
actual order for the two to leave was issued by President
Ferrel Heady.
The faculty has a standing rule that no one except
faculty members, a 15-member student delegat~on, and
other "authorized" observers can attend the meetmgs. The
other observers are generally limited to members of the
commercial press or dignitaries who are visiting the
University.
Johnson told the faculty members before he was evict~d
that he was attending because he had "four sons who w1ll
soon be graduating from high school" ~d that he w~~ted
to see what UNM was like. He later sa1d he had vlSlted
most of the other state supported uniyersities and that he
hoped "my three (sic) sons who will be graduating from
Del Norte this June will go to Eastern."
Wright was refused any chance to explain to the faculty
why he was attending.
Johnson said he had expected to be challenged at the
beginning of the meeting "but when I wasn't I just didn't
think there was anything wrong with my attending."
Earlier he had said he saw several non-faculty members at
the meeting and if they were there he could see no reason
why he shouldn't be allowed to attend.
Pointing out Wright and students David Rigsby and Sam
Taggard, Johnson told the faculty that he knew the three
were not faculty members. He said he knew the three from
his official contacts with them and because they wcl!e
generally together.
Taggard, who is a member of the Student Senate,
however said he had never seen Johnson before the
~-llliiet:tn:g' and that-·he "never hung out with Wright or
Rigsby. Johnson's charge that he knows me (through
official contacts) is a complete lie."

........ g.-INATED

any longer. It's a prisoner of
fear and oppression. Greece is
afraid of the light and it's
rulers would have us all live in
the shadows. Music gives light
and so they won't allow us
aboard their ships. They hope
to blot out the Sound of
American music.
"And the government of
Bermuda, with all of it's
outward peace and tranquility,
is a collaborator. Like the
fascist regime in Athens,
Bermuda is afraid. They won't
let us come there with our
music.
"There isn't much difference
between the philosophy of Col.
Laddas of Greece and the
Governor of Bermuda."

LOST&FOUND

LOSE SOMETHING? 'fo find
Lobo Classified Ads.

U facuHy

E
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on-:b-Oard rock fest
persons to participate in the
sea going "festival of life"
during spring college vacation,
According to Stephen
Nicholas, one of the planners
and guitarist for the jazz-rock
group "Love, Cry, Want,"
"We're now hoping to be able
to put together a festival this
summer." Playboy Magazine is
talking with the promoters
about offering a ship for the
festival.
But Nicholas and the other
young promoters are "saddened,
and we're troubled too," about
the spring cancellation, he said,
In
announcing the
cancellation, Nicholas said:
"The very people who centuries
ago gave us a new brand of
freedom-freedom of the mind
and of the heart-have gone
and taken it away from their
own people. And now they
threaten us with extinction,
T~e spirit of Greece isn't free

N

Recruiters representing the fQllowing
companies or agencies wUI visit the Center
to interview cnndiclntes fo1• positlons:

1p ~ne c;=anc:~1s.

WASHINGTON (CPS)-The
rock festival on an ocean liner
originally planned to leave from
New York this month has been
canceled by the steam ship line
and the government of
Bermuda.
The Greek Line, which was
renting the Queen Anna Maria
for the cruise, canceled because
it decided it wanted nothing to
do with rock music or its
culture. In Greece, rock music
is banned, as are many other
symbols of a free culture and
politics.
The government of Bermuda
feared an invasion of long-hairs
from the United States.
Bermuda was to be the
destination of the cruise.
So, after 100 tickets ranging
in price from $210 to $350
had been sold, the promoters
found themselves without a
ship and without a destination.
They had expected 1000
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although he expected the
slow-down would h11ve a crippling
effect on holiday travel.
Don Latimer, acting chief of
the Albuquerque air traffic
control center, when asked about
the possibility of a strike, said he
felt "something was definitely
afoot'' but would not confirm the
inevitability of a walk-out. He
explained that even if there were a
walk-out it would have to involve
personnel in specific areas for it to
be effective. "10 people off the
job in one specific area could
make a ...valk-out effective," said
Latimer, "but then again if the
walk-out was spread over a
number of areas service wouldn't
be seriously impaired."
Evans said that walk-outs in
other cities (Chicago, for
example) would halt traffic here
even if there was no walk-out in
Albuquerque.
The PATCO coordinator said
"wages were definitely not a
factor in the decision. Safety is
our primary consideration,'~ he
said.
:

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Bubbles of joy

The fountain on the mall is
once again spewing forth its
bubbles of joy as it heralds a new
spring arid bids farewell to winter.

•

